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Supplies
Scraps of paper patterned, 
mulberry, origami, thin textured, 
vellum, etc.
Black or colored cardstock for
  background
Cardstock for layering
Rubber Cement
Pigment ink 

Variety of Embossing powder 
 in clear, metallic & glitter
One or two colors of Pearl Ex
Stamps, particularly Word 
Stamps
Glue Stick or Repositionable
 adhesive

Step One
Mix embossing powders and 
Pearl Ex, using plenty of clear, 
a bit of color, a bit of metallic, 
a bit of glitter and a pinch of 
Pearl Ex. Set aside.

Margery’s Magic I like to mix my 
colors in a coffee fi lter!

Textured Serendipity Tutorial
Written and fi lmed by the fabulous Margery Albillar

August 2003 Newsletter

Step Two
Tear the cardstock scraps into smaller strips.  Try to use scraps 
from the same color family as the Pearl Ex and colored EP.
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Steps Three Through Four
Spread rubber cement all over one side of the base cardstock.

Place the strips of scraps randomly on the base, leaving plenty 
of the background showing.  If strips cross, apply rubber cement 
between layers of paper. Let dry.

Steps Five Through Seven
Apply pigment 
ink randomly by 
pouncing the 
inkpad directly on 
the base.

Ink Stamp(s) with 
pigment ink and 
stamp randomly, 
being sure to 
overlap the blank 
spaces and the 
paper pieces. 
Pour on the 
custom emboss-
ing powder, tap off 
excess and heat 
emboss.

Step Eight
Cut into 1¼" squares. 

Margery’s Magic  I tape a ruler to my cutter to get  perfect 
squares! (see photo, right)
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Finished Card
Pat Huntoon

Steps Nine & Ten
Turn the squares blank side-up and mix them up to be sure to 
get random squares for your project.
Use a glue stick or repositionable adhesive to mount the 
squares, adjusting the placement of the pieces as necessary.

Finished Piece
Margery Albilla


